
Mahila Kala Mahavidyalay, Umred 

IQAC meeting report on dated 21/12/2020 

IQAC meeting was conducted on Monday dated 21/12/2021 at 12.15 pm in the 

college. President of the meeting was Dr. Shyam Punde the principal of Mahila 

Kala Mahavidyalaya. The following subjects were discussed in the meeting, also 

some important decisions were made. 

1. The coordinator of IQAC meeting Dr. Prof. Sarla V. Meshram read the 

report of previous meeting of IQAC on dated 21/12/2021 and was 

approved by all the members of meeting. 

2. Prof. Dr. sarla Meshram informed everyone about the giveaway gifting 

ceremony held for the aadivasi community of Garrdepar on 12/11/2020 

organized by the N.S.S and IQAC committee of the college. This ceremony 

was approved by all the objected members of IQAC committee. 

3. As the Faculty Development Program ( FDP) held in june 2020  organized 

by the collaboration of IQAC committee and economics department of 

Mahila Kala Mahavidyalaya, accordingly FDP subjected on Using ICT tools 

in Teaching and Learning should be organized at university level. Prof. Dr. 

Sarla Meshram presented this point in the meeting. On this Prof. Upendra 

Bagul explained that as nowadays new tools and apps are being introduced, 

hence the faculties must know about these new technology in detail and so 

we must conduct this FDP. He also suggested that if the FDP get the 

guidance from the experts then there is a hope of abundance of members to 

join the program. This step will also lead to economic help for such kind of 

programs. The vice president of the institution informed that for this idea to 

be implemented we must need to send a proper proposal to the university 

and make sure that it should get accepted. Also we need to add up new 

advanced subject from NAAC`s point of view. Everyone approved this 

suggestions. 

4.  A view of online workshop about personality development program (Smart 

Girl) for the students to improve their variety of skills was proposed. On this 

the secretary of the institution Mr. Dani said that this workshop should be 

first conducted for the girls of Mahila Kala Mahavidyalaya and public high 



school grade 11
th
-12

th
 , if this workshop ends up fruitfully then there`s no 

harm in conducting it on a large scale. 

5. One more proposal of one week certificate skill development program for 

the students was presented. Dr. Ajay Mundhada suggested that we must 

introduce some certificate course by visiting Udyogbhawan. This will also 

prove helpful for NAAC. 

6. Members of committee approved the proposal of online Speech Competition 

by political department. 

7. With due respect of president Prof. Dr. Sarla Meshram asked about granting 

permission for MoU of Randhir Singh Bhadoriya college and Mahila Kala 

Mahavidyalaya. On this the secretary of institution Mr. Sanjayrao Dani 

asked to make decision on the basis of how much this MoU will be 

beneficial for the institution. 

8. Prof. Upendra Bagul  proposed an idea of creating a cluster with the colleges 

of nearby villages like, Kuhi, Bhisi, Mandal. The vice president Dr. Ajay 

Mundhada suggested that instead of science colleges if we create cluster 

with Arts colleges then it would be more beneficial for all the colleges. 

9. Since there were no further topics to be discussed with permission of 

president Prof. Lakhpati Gaikwad ended the meeting with a vote of thanks. 
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